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School aims and values which guide this policy: 

 We work together to make learning purposeful and rewarding  

 Learners will develop independence to achieve their full potential 

 We are a caring community that promotes respect for self, others and our environment 

 We create a supportive learning environment that develops confidence 

 

Visitors are always welcome in our school and we strive to make their experience happy and purposeful so that 
they will want to return! 

 

Introduction 

Visitors are an important part of school life and we seek to welcome them, giving the time to assist them or to 

facilitate their work. 

 

Visitors include: 

 Colleagues from other school 

 Professionals from related disciplines 

 Members of the Parents’ Association 

 Members of the local and extended community 

 Parents 

 Delivery and service personnel 

 Visiting speakers 

 Theatre groups 

 Students  

 

Times / Appointments 

Most visitors have an arranged time to be in school. All appointments are logged into the office diary or 

electronic diary of senior leaders. Staff are expected to enter their scheduled visitors into the office diary. 

This enables our administrative staff to welcome them and have full information, prior to their arrival. 

 

The way in which visitors are welcomed ‘speaks volumes’ to the visitor about the ethos and communication of 

the school. 

 

Two week notice boards 

The two week boards are positioned in the main office and in the staffroom and is the means of informing staff 

of events and visitors into school. All staff are expected to read this and check on a daily basis. Staff should 

add essential information that may not be on the two week board.  

 

Safety/security/ safeguarding 

Please see the Safeguarding Policy / The Health and Safety Policy. CCTV is in operation both internally and 

externally throughout the school premises. This is an aid in preventing uninvited people into the school both 

within and outside the normal school day.  
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Parents 

Twice daily, parents visit the school site. As with all visitors, the staff seek to build effective and respectful 

relationships with parents. 

 

At Malmesbury Park Primary School, parents are regarded as partners, working with us for the benefit of their 

child/ren. 

 

As a school we undertake to: 

 Be welcoming 

 Listen to parents 

 Engage in honest, tactful and respectful dialogue, using appropriate language at all times, 

 Be intentional in trying to protect positive relationships 

 Be intentional in trying to support parents and/or resolve issues 

 Keep parents accurately informed 

 Discuss only their child with them and/or with their identified representatives 

 (See Safeguarding Policy and Attendance Policy for other professionals with whom we may discuss 

children on a ‘need to know’ basis). 

 

Meetings 

Many visitors attend meetings in school. Meetings are to be conducted in a purposeful and respectful manner. 

Appropriate tone and language are to be used by all parties. 

 

Where, unusually, meetings become inappropriate in tone, conduct, language or purpose, staff are requested to 

bring the meeting to a close. An alternative time can be arranged. It is helpful to inform meeting members 

once, that should the meeting continue in an unhelpful manner, it will be necessary to bring it to a close and 

reconvene it. 

 

No member of staff is to tolerate rudeness, inappropriate language, nor comment from any visitor. Visitors will 

be asked to leave the site should their conduct be deemed inappropriate. The Headteacher or Chair of 

Governors will write a letter to the visitor with an intention to restore the relationship. 

 

All staff are given permission to end a meeting or leave a meeting should inappropriate behaviour be exhibited 

towards the staff member. Should either of these actions be necessary the staff member is asked to report 

this to the most senior member of staff on the school site. If it is necessary for the Headteacher to do either 

then a report must be made to the Chair of Governors. 

 

Repeated rudeness to members of staff can result in the Headteacher deciding to bar a visitor from the site. 

Such a decision would be exceptional in a school which enjoys and values positive relationships with 

stakeholders.  

 

 

 


